Krzęcin, October 4th, 2013

REFERENCE LETTER

2x3 S.A. company has been on the market since 1996. It deals successfully in designing, production and
distribution of high-quality visual communication media for office, school, public administration institution, companies
operating in various industries, advertising market as well as home users. A characteristic feature of our offer is its
flexibility and a wide variety of products.
From among the products offered by 2x3 S.A., there are equipment components for office, conference and
training rooms. Our product offer covers both the simplest wood-framed cork noticeboards, felt noticeboards, drywipe
whiteboards, magnetic planning boards as well as high-quality boards with ceramic surface. We offer folded boards —
multipanel boards, pivoting boards, flipcharts, stands for boards as well as projection screens. Our product offer includes
also presentation furniture and accessories streamlining the work with the offered products and ensuring their proper
use and maintenance. Very important part of our product offer are multimedia products dedicated for education and
training market, such as interactive boards and systems, projectors, visualizers. From several years on, 2x3 S.A. has
successfully been supplying also the advertising market providing advertising agencies and marketing departments
operating in enterprises with information and advertising media. The product offer of 2x3 Signum System includes, in
turns, floor, facility and room marking systems, that is so-called directional markers, which help find the right path.
Along with development of our company and product assortment being stored in our warehouses, we decided to
deploy a system supporting company management, which would also considerably streamline the work of our sales
representatives. We chose Comarch ERP XL system along with a directly integrated Comarch ERP Mobile Warehouse.
Taking advantage of this combination, we have managed to eliminate paper way of handling orders in our warehouses —
trade documents from ERP system create warehouse orders, which a warehouse manager assigns to particular
employees that use data collectors. Owing to online work mode — data is saved on the server in real time — we monitor
the progress of warehouse order processing on a current basis and we know exactly the workload of our warehousemen.
We have eliminated the capability of making mistakes owing to the use of bar code readers built into data collectors. The
implemented Comarch ERP Mobile Warehouse has also streamlined the inventory process in our company. Simple and
user-friendly interface of the application is worth particular attention. Thanks to messages pooping up on the screen,
warehousemen are always aware of what to do and training of a new employee has been reduced only to a short
training on device operation.
We do recommend Comarch ERP Mobile Warehouse application.
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